Collaborative Filtering help users to deal with information overload and guide them in a personalized way to interesting or useful objects in a large space of possible options. In this paper, we present a novel and elegant hybrid recommender system called HOLCF, which use higherorder logic as data representation and integrate content and demographic information into a collaborative filtering framework by using higher-order logic distance computation approaches without the effort of feature construction. Our experiments suggest that the effective combination of various kinds of information based on higher-order logic distance computation approaches provides improved accurate recommendations.
Introduction
Recommender systems have been widely used in e-commerce. Some companies such as Amazon.com can provide interesting and powerful recommendation services. One of the most difficult challenges for these systems is predicting a rating, which indicates how a particular user liked a particular object. Recommender systems are usually classified into the following three categories according to the sources of data on which recommendation is based. In collaborative filtering systems, the typical sources of data consist of a vector of items and their ratings, continuously augmented as the user interacts with the system over time. In content-based recommender systems, the objects of interest are defined by their associated features and the user will be recommended objects similar to the ones the user preferred in the past. In demographic recommender systems, the systems aim to categorize the user based on personal attributes and make recommendations based on demographic classes. In fact, every approach has its own advantages and disadvantages to making recommendation and the strengths of them are complementary [1] .
To avoid certain shortcomings of each pure category recommender systems, many researchers have explored hybrid recommender systems [2, 3] . These hybrid recommender systems can be classified as propositional systems and firstorder logic systems according to data representation formalism adopted by them. Propositional hybrid recommender systems employ attribute-value language to describe data. As attribute-value language use a fixed number of features to represent data, the additional effort of data form transformation and feature construction is needed in most of the category hy-brid recommender systems. At the same time, it makes it difficult to apply these systems to domains where data is rich in structure because the simplicity of attribute-value language. First-order logic hybrid recommender systems are proposed with the emerging of research to multirelational data mining in recent years. The category systems mainly employ relational database to store data and relational distance to compute similarity between objects. However, the scalability and efficiency of these systems are questionable because of large number of database scans when computing similarity between objects. In this paper, we present a novel and elegant hybrid recommender system called HOLCF, which use higherorder logic as data representation and integrate content and demographic information into a collaborative filtering framework by using higher-order logic distance computation approaches. Our experiments suggest that HOLCF has improved accurate recommendations than propositional hybrid recommender systems and better scalability and efficiency than firstorder logic hybrid recommender systems. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the general recommender approaches. The higher-order logic recommender system HOLCF are discussed in section 3. In section 4, we conduct experiments to compare HOLCF to other hybrid recommender systems. Section 5 concludes our work.
Recommender approaches
In this section, the fundamental ideas behind three categories recommender systems are discussed. In a recommender system scenario, there is a list of m users U={u 1 , u 2 , …, u m } and a list of n items I={i 1 , i 2 , …, i n }. Each user has a rating vector V, where v i,k represents that user i's rating for item i k . (The user's opinion and preference are given by the rating score.) The task of recommender system is for a given active user (or called target user) u a , (1) to predict the rating score for an unrated item i k (called the target item) or (2) to recommend some items that may be interesting to user u a . In this paper, we will concentrate on task 1, since if we can achieve task1, task 2 can be easily achieved with some subjective recommendation strategy.
Collaborative filtering
There are two types of collaborative filtering (CF) algorithms, user-based and item-based. User-based CF algorithms use some statistical techniques to find a set of users, called user neighbors for the target user. Then different methods can be adopted to combine the user neighbors' ratings to produce a prediction rating for the target user. We discuss in detail item-based CF algorithms in the following.
Item-based collaborative filtering algorithms consist of two processes, finding similar items and generating rating prediction based on similar items' ratings. Many measures can be used to compute the similarity between items, for example, cosine similarity, correlation-based similarity and adjusted cosine similarity. The adjusted cosine similarity between item i p and i q can be computed as follows.
Here, vk is the average rating of user u.
After computing the similarity between items, a set of most similar items to the target item can be obtained. Suppose the set is S k . the prediction v a,k , on target item i k for user u a can be computed by adopting these similarity and ratings of each item in S K given by user u a . We use a weighted sum as follows.
Content-based Recommendations
Content-based methods make recommendations by analyzing the description of the items that have been rated by the user and the description of items to be recommended. A variety of algorithms have been proposed. Many approaches are specialized versions of classification learners, in which the goal is to learn a function that predicts which class an item belongs to (i.e. either liked or not-liked). Other algorithms would treat this as a regression problem in which the goal is to learn a function that predicts a numeric value. There are two important sub problems in designing a content-based filtering system. The first is finding a representation of items. The second is to create a profile that allows for target items to be recommended.
Demographic-based Recommendations
Demographic information can be used to identify the types of users that like a certain item, for example, the information on the age, gender, education, etc. of users that rated an item together with their rating of the item. One might expect to learn the types of user that like a certain item. A demographic-based recommender system attempts to identify one of preexisting clusters to which a user belongs to tailor recommendations to users based upon information about others in this cluster.
Recommender system based on Higher-order Logic Data Representation
The recommender system HOLCF actually is item-based collaborative filtering. One critical step in the item-based collaborative filtering algorithm is to compute the similarity between items. Here, we want to calculate similarity between items by adopting not only ratings on these items but also some semantic information about items. We employ Escher [4, 5] , a higher-order logic declarative programming language, to represent item individuals which include all above mentioned information. Furthermore, we use distance measure over the representation with Escher to address exactly the problem of calculate similarity using all these information.
Escher
Escher is a strongly typed declarative programming language which integrated the best features of both functional and logic programming language. It has types and modules, higher-order and metaprogramming facilities, concurrency, and declarative input/ouput. It combines the best ideas of existing functional and logic languages, such as Haskell and Gödel in a practical and comprehensive way [4] . As the knowledge representation formalism, its basic principle is that an individual should be represented by a term. In order to describe knowledge, it needs the following syntax: Tuples are essentially the basis of the attribute-value representation of individuals. It is constructed by data constructor ×. If μ 1 , …, μ n are types, then μ 1 ×…×μ n is a tuple.
Set is constructed by data constructor {}. If μ is a type, then {μ} is a set whose elements have type μ.
Multisets are a useful generalization of sets. A straightforward approach to multisets is to regard a multiset as a function of type μ→Nat, where μ is the type of elements in the multisets and the value of the multiset on some item is its multiplicity, that is, the number of times it occurs in the multisets.
Lists are represented using the following data constructors. Here Tree μ is the type of a tree and Node is a data constructor whose first argument is the root node and second argument is the list of subtrees.
Graphs are divided into undirected Graphs and directed Graphs. The type of an undirected graph is Graph v ε, where v is the type of information in the vertices and ε is the type of information in the edges.
Label=Nat Graph v ε={Label×v}×{(Label→Nat)×ε}
The type of an undirected graph is Digraph v ε, where v is the type of information in the vertices and ε is the type of information in the edges.
Digraph v ε={Label×v}×{(Label→ label)×ε}

Higher-order logic distance
As each individual is expressed by a term, the distance on two terms can be defined as follows. Distance function d is: d: ß×ß→R, R denotes the set of real numbers. Here, ß represents a basic term which is represented with Escher [6] . Definition 1. The function d: ß×ß→R, is defined inductively on the structure in ß as follows, let s, t∈ß, (1) If s, t∈ß,where =T 1…n , for some 
The factor of 1/2 means that the greater the "depth" to which s and t agree, the smaller will be their distance apart. So for lists, for example, the longer the prefixes on which two lists agree, the smaller will be their distance apart. This part is the case for complex type is composed by several basic types or userdefined types. It also can be the condition that several complex types compose more complex type. The definition means that distance between complex types is determined by distance between their subtypes. Also in Part 2 of the definition, the sum 
Experiments
Datasets and Evaluation Measure
Two well-known datasets of movie rating are used in our experiments: MovieLens [7] and Book-Crossing [8] . For MovieLens dataset, we extracted a subset of 500 users with more than 40 ratings. For Book-Crossing dataset, we extracted a subset of 10,000 users with more than 40 ratings.
Recommender systems research has used several types of measures for evaluating the quality of a recommender system. We use MAE as our choice because it is most commonly used and easiest to interpret directly. MAE is a measure of the deviation of recommendations from their true user-specified values. For each ratings-prediction pair <p i , q i > this metric treats the absolute error between them, i.e.,| p i -q i | equals. The MAE is computed by first summing these absolute errors of the N corresponding rating-prediction pairs and then computing the average. The lower the MAE, the more accuracy the recommendation system predicts user ratings.
Experiments Results
We compared HOLCF to standard collaborative filtering approaches, including user-based Pearson Correlation Coefficient (User-Based), item-based approach (Item-Based) which only use collaborative information [9] and inductive learning approach (IL) which use collaborative and content information [2] .The results of our experiments are shown in Fig. 1 . Our experiments suggest that the effective combination of various kinds of information based on relational distance approaches provides improved accurate recommendations than other approaches. 
